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Abstract— In the modern web application environment lot of changes are observed at different level of web access
and processing. These changes include the Mobile and Android dominated Web applications, platform and browser
independent web frameworks and the technologies. Client side web deployment using Flash and HTML5. In this
presented work, A Study of such an integrated MVC framework architecture is studied under HML5. The Integrated
framework provides the effective Web application development for the Mobile and PC users. The analysis is also done
respective to the MVC components and the collaboration with HTML5.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The modern business software and the applications are defined under the web environment. Most of these applications
are customer oriented to distribute the services and the products over the web to different users. There also exist different
payments to purchase products, to pay bills, reservation etc. A Web Architecture is a three-tier architecture that includes
the client, server and the database. In the modern Web System, the server side of web architecture is future divided in
number of levels [1][2]. The standard Web architecture is shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1: Standard Web Architecture
As shown in Fig 1, the two ends of internet are the server and the client. Server here distributes the services and products
to web clients. The server interact with DB to perform work on user requests and to provide the effective query results
[3][4]. With the increasing number of users and the development of different web requirements, lot of enhancement is
done in existing web architecture and the applications. This application architecture is been improved in last few years.
The evolution of the web architecture, component and application from the conventional web system to modern web
systems is shown in Fig 2.
The development of web system begins from 1990 when the HTML 1.0 was used as the basic web language.
Most of the web pages were static. Later on the improvement was done in the form of server side involvement to the web
architecture. This involvement was been defined using CGI scripting. It gives the generation of Server side language and
the dynamic pages over the web. Along with this, the first MVC framework was introduced to provide the effective
client-server architecture. ASPS, PHP, ColdFusion were the base language of this era. With the years, the improvement
on the web browser structure was also done and new client effective web browsers were introduced. That shared the load
and the privacy of server side and connects it with client side. Along with this, number of different web applications and
the components were introduced that are integrated with existing web architecture in the form of web plugins [5][6].

Fig 2: Evolution of Web System
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This advancement includes the dynamic web page generation and the active web page management. Different web API’s
were introduced to improve the functionality of server side and client side functioning. These improvement were done in
browser, language constructs, application based as well as server based. To provide the inclusion of different kind of web
data as well as security, different HTML versions were introduced. These versions are compatible to different available
web browsers and the platforms. In the recent time, the modern web architecture is introduced with the involvement of
HTML5 and the new MVC framework. In this new framework, the support is provided for different web and mobile
applications as well as the environments [7].
In this section, the Conventional and Modern Web architectures are discussed. In section II, the detail study of the
MVC framework is defined along with its features and the components. In section III, the study on the HTML5 and its
integration with modern web architecture and MVC framework is defined. In section IV, the conclusion derived from the
work is discussed.
II. MVC FRAMEWORK
MVC (Model-View-Controller) is actually a design pattern adapted by most of the web applications as the base
architecture or the framework. This architecture is defined under different components that include the pattern
specification, language specification and the implementation in the specific framework. The main feature of this
architecture is the definition of three main components in a clean connection form. These three components are Model,
View and controller. MVC defines these three components independently with complete separation as well as provide an
integrated connection between them. The component based architecture of MVC is shown in Fig 3. The clean separation
in this architecture is in the application and presentation layer of the mode [8]. The component based description of the
model is given as under.

Fig 3: MVC Architecture
The model component of this architecture represents the data. It basically contains the application data, logic definition,
function specification, business rule involvement. This layer can manage the data and also allow the database
communication. This layer not only defines different web data forms but also provide the access objects and the
mechanisms. Another consideration is also given to the application or the environment based data analysis so that the
service interaction will be done effectively. The second layer of this architecture is "View" component that actually
defines the user interface to the web architecture. This user interface is described using HTML along with graphical
components. This component specification is independent to the browser environment as well as to the application. The
third and final component of this architecture is the controller. The controller is defined in the form of events and the
change analysis in the web model and view. It basically work as the over layer to other two layer of the MVC
architecture [9][10].

Fig 4: Design Patterns of Software Architecture
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The software architecture under the MVC is defined under different design pattern. This design pattern differs respective
to the software architecture in which they are implemented. According to the software architecture, the software system
is defined under three main design patterns are shown in Fig 4.
A.
Model-View Controller
MVC is the defined as the software pattern architecture that separate the information view from the user view. It means
user cannot get the information about the representational definition of data. To manage all this flow, the controller is
defined as the mediator between the model and the view. This includes the observation to the view change and data
change so that the updated model will be implemented without any notification. This architecture pattern emerges with
different language environments such as java or spring.
B.
Model-View-Presenter
This architecture is the derivation from the MVC design pattern. Many of the existing web technologies and the software
applications use this architecture as the user interface. The presenter component defined in association with view
component so that the reference view is generated. The presenter is here also responsible to do the required changes in
the different sub components based on the external requirements including the application based and the environment
based. This also include the effective logic based user interaction so that the model will not be affected from the changes
performed by the user on the model component
C.
Model-View-View Model
This model is UI based development respective to the platform and the application in a user interactive environment.
Such kind of model is supportive to event driven programming model. It includes the representation through
programming languages and the frameworks. The language and the language framework including in this model are
HTML5, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Silver light, ZK Framework etc. The main benefit provided by this
view model is the separate development of GUI from the programming model or the business model. This GUI code is
defined under the HTML5 so that the support to different application environment will be achieved. This graphical model
is supportive to the mobile based web environment. The database logic and business logic not affect this UI model so that
the platform and browser independent approach is provided under this model. HTML5 is the core UI generation scripting
language adapted by this model.
III. HTML5 INTEGRATED MVC MODEL
The HTML5 based MVC model is a view based model that provide the platform independent development model. This
model provides the data representation under the user view based modelling. To attain this view model, data binding
between the user and information view is performed. This view is not aware to the data change and its integration with
the view structure and the web interface. It provides the support to web and mobile application environments as well
support different client side browsers and the application with affecting the graphical component.
The implementation of this view based MVC pattern architecture improves the traditional web architecture to the
effective modern architecture. This architecture pattern is developer oriented. According to this architecture, the mobile
and web application UI framework is generated for the mobile based web applications. HTML5 provides the view
structure and the element to the modelling of this architecture. This architecture can retrieve data either from database or
from the web services.
This improved MVC model is having different extensions and the components. This model is defined the data model in
separated from the viewpoint model. The data retrieval in this model is done on different sources using XML. The XML
modelling is done using different components such as HTTP request based retrieval. The generation of the sub modules
for the request handing under different domains such as AJAX is done in this architecture. This model provides the data
retrieval from the remote server. It also includes the configuration based specification to the component modelling. The
component model adapted for the mobile web application is called Widget specification. These widgets or gadgets are
provided by the view layer of this architecture. All the constraints of this view architecture are defined under the HTML
constraints under the caching model. Caching is another effective approach that improve the web-mobile interaction
architecture and provide the local storage to the web-mobile browser so that the web contents will be available locally to
reduce the web processing [4][5].
HTML5 is the next level HTML language that provides the structural and presentation based changes to the web contents
over the mobile and web systems. HTML5 is defined under the cooperation of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and
Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG) for the web integrated graphical framework of
MVC framework. This language includes the improved presentational features like video play back and drag and drop
features. It also includes the plug in inclusion using browser such as Flash components, Silverlight components and
Google Gear components. It provides support to vast range of browsers. These browsers are defined for different
environments including the mobile systems.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a study on the HTML5 integrated MVC architecture and different components of MVC model are defined.
It also includes the design pattern study under the view point analysis. The study includes the HTML5 feature
representation for the Mobile and web Applications under MVC framework.
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